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A B S T R A C T   

MRI is an inherently slow process, which leads to long scan time for high-resolution imaging. The speed of 
acquisition can be increased by ignoring parts of the data (undersampling). Consequently, this leads to the 
degradation of image quality, such as loss of resolution or introduction of image artefacts. This work aims to 
reconstruct highly undersampled Cartesian or radial MR acquisitions, with better resolution and with less to no 
artefact compared to conventional techniques like compressed sensing. In recent times, deep learning has 
emerged as a very important area of research and has shown immense potential in solving inverse problems, e.g. 
MR image reconstruction. In this paper, a deep learning based MR image reconstruction framework is proposed, 
which includes a modified regularised version of ResNet as the network backbone to remove artefacts from the 
undersampled image, followed by data consistency steps that fusions the network output with the data already 
available from undersampled k-space in order to further improve reconstruction quality. The performance of this 
framework for various undersampling patterns has also been tested, and it has been observed that the framework 
is robust to deal with various sampling patterns, even when mixed together while training, and results in very 
high quality reconstruction, in terms of high SSIM (highest being 0.990 ± 0.006 for acceleration factor of 3.5), 
while being compared with the fully sampled reconstruction. It has been shown that the proposed framework can 
successfully reconstruct even for an acceleration factor of 20 for Cartesian (0.968 ± 0.005) and 17 for radially 
(0.962 ± 0.012) sampled data. Furthermore, it has been shown that the framework preserves brain pathology 
during reconstruction while being trained on healthy subjects.   

1. Introduction 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide high spatial resolu-
tion for detecting minute pathological changes in tissues. However, due 
to consecutive data acquisition, MRI is an inherently slow process [1]. 
Fast imaging can improve patient compliance, reduce motion artefacts, 
increase patient throughput etc. MRI data is not acquired in spatial but 
frequency domain, which is the 2D Fourier transform of the image, the 
so-called k-space. To get back to image space a 2D inverse Fourier 
transform has to be applied. The speed of acquisition can be increased by 

ignoring parts of the k-space (undersampling). Taking the inverse 
Fourier transform from not densely enough sampled k-space frequency 
data might cause the resultant image to lose resolution and might also 
have artefacts due to the violation of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling 
theorem [2,3]. Many of the approaches that are currently available for 
the reconstruction of undersampled data are very slow, due to the fact 
they are very computationally heavy or iterative in nature. For example, 
compressed sensing techniques are successfully applied to accelerate MR 
image acquisition [4,5], however, it expands reconstruction time and 
may result in incoherent artefacts or unrealistic images [6–8]. Many of 
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the established methods such as parallel imaging (sensitivity encoding - 
SENSE technique [9] or Generalised Auto-calibrating Partially Parallel 
Acquisitions - GRAPPA [10]), which are not necessarily slow, can also 
help reduce the scan-time. This research work tries to complement 
parallel imaging techniques. 

This paper proposes a robust reconstruction technique using deep 
learning for highly undersampled Cartesian or radial sampled data, 
which can reconstruct the image with better resolution and with less to 
no artefact, compared to classical methods. Generally, for deep learning 
based MR reconstruction [11], the same sampling pattern is always 
applied to training as well as on testing data. In this work, different 
networks were trained on individual sampling patterns, as well as 
combined training was performed. 

1.1. Background and related work 

Deep learning has proven to be a powerful tool for a wide array of 
applications. This approach has been utilised widely for MR image 
reconstruction or to reduce motion artefacts [12,13]. In order to accel-
erate MRI acquisition [14,15], applied deep learning to compressed 
sensing MRI. Moreover [16], proposed the multi-layer perception al-
gorithm to reconstruct MRI as well as reducing aliasing artefacts for 
parallel imaging. 

In 2016, deep residual learning; ResNet [17] was proposed, to 
improve the accuracy while facilitating the optimisation of the deep 
neural network architecture. This enabled a pathway for deeper net-
works, without facing the vanishing gradient problem. It was initially 
examined for image recognition, by reassigning the layers for learning 
residual functions corresponding to the layer inputs. Since then, ResNet 
has been used for many applications such as image classification [18, 
19], image denoising [20,21], Image-to-Image translation [52], and 
image segmentation [22]. Moreover, residual learning-based methods 
have been demonstrated to be an effective model to cope with under-
sampled MRI reconstruction problems as well [23–26]. 

To mitigate the long scan time by acquiring only parts of data in k- 
space (frequency domain), different undersampling patterns have been 
proposed over the years. Cartesian sampling or spin warp imaging is the 
most conventional way of sampling k-space [27]. Random or 
pseudo-random sampling in the Cartesian acquisition is one of the types 
of undersampling often used in projects addressing the reconstruction of 
sparse k-space data [7,15,28]. Uniform undersampling is another pop-
ular way of undersampling data in Cartesian acquisitions [10,29]. 
However, Cartesian acquisitions might be corrupted by image artefacts 
caused by respiratory or patient motion if not handled explicitly by the 
acquisition sequence [30]. Nevertheless, there are many different ways 
to sample the k-space and non-Cartesian samplings such as Radial 
sampling might be able to cope with this problem of motion artefacts by 
a repetitive sampling of the high-energy k-space centre [31]. Various 
techniques have been proposed to reconstruct undersampled radial 
k-space [32,33]. One interesting question in radial sampling is the way 
to optimally choose the angle between the spokes of acquisition. One 
sophisticated solution is to increment each spoke by 111.25◦, which is 
180◦ divided by the golden ratio (φ = 1+

̅̅
5

√

2 ≈ 1.618), known as golden 
angle radial sampling [34,35]. Owing to the influence of the under-
sampling pattern on the reconstructed images, several studies have 
investigated the optimal undersampling trajectory of MRI [36–38]. 

1.2. Contributions 

This paper proposes an MR reconstruction framework for under-
sampled Cartesian and radial data. The paper further proposes a ResNet- 
based model with modified residual blocks as the network backbone of 
the framework. Apart from the network, the framework uses an existing 
data consistency step for Cartesian sampling and introduces one for 
radial sampling, to replace all the real acquired data-points from the 

undersampled k-space in the network’s output, to generate the final 
output of the framework. The framework was evaluated on two 
benchmark brain MRI datasets of healthy subjects and two datasets with 
pathology. Furthermore, different levels and types of undersampling 
have been tested with the framework. Additional experiments were 
performed by training different sampling patterns together and also by 
reconstructing different orientations than used for training. 

2. Methodology 

The proposed framework, codenammed NCC1701, contains two 
main components: the network backbone architecture - ReconResNet 
and the data consistency step. This section presents the initial assump-
tions of the authors selecting ReconResNet for the task of undersampled 
MR reconstruction, then explains the architecture of the proposed 
ReconResNet, elucidates the different data consistency steps for Carte-
sian and radial sampling, elaborates about the implementation, presents 
the data used in this research, discusses the undersampling patterns and 
finally describes the evaluation techniques. 

2.1. Model ansatz 

According to the universal approximation theorem [39], it should be 
possible to find a nonlinear function Ψ(x) that maps the corrupted input 
x to the artefact free output with a stack of multiple nonlinear layers. 
However, looking only at the corrupted image data x this can also be 
seen as a superposition of the ground truth and the artefact. In other 
words the artefact is simply the residual between the input and output 
Φ(x) = Ψ(x) − x. Due to strong similarities in the artefact structures of 
different images, it is more reasonable to force the network to approx-
imate the residual function Φ(x) and learn the artefact. By reformulating 
the problem, the initially desired mapping can then be obtained through 
Ψ(x) = Φ(x) + x. 

2.2. Network architecture 

The proposed network backbone, ReconResNet, has been created 
using the residual learning approach - ResNet [17]. This paper proposes 
a modified regularised version of the Residual Block, by adding a Spatial 
Dropout [51], to randomly drop or zero out feature maps, between the 
two convolution layers of the Residual Block; this results in better ac-
curacy on the validation set as shown in Fig. 1. In this model, first, the 
input is down-sampled with two down-sampling blocks, each decreases 
the input size by half in all dimensions, while increasing the number of 
feature maps by two (starting with 64). Next, the network contains 14 

Fig. 1. Average accuracy on the validation set over the epochs while training 
on 1D Varden sampling - Pink shows the model with dropout (proposed model) 
and blue shows without dropout. (For interpretation of the references to colour 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 
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modified Residual Blocks. The input to each residual block is added to its 
output and forwarded to the next residual block – this is the reason 
behind the nomenclature – residual learning, as residue from the input is 
forwarded with the output to the next layer. After the residual blocks, 
the network contains two up-sampling blocks, each doubles the input 
size and reduces the number of feature maps by half, to obtain the 
original image size back. Finally, a fully-connected convolution layer is 
added, followed by Sigmoid as the final activation function. Further-
more, Parametric ReLU (PReLU) has been used as the activation function 
(except for the final activation), instead of the commonly used ReLU. 
The graphical representation of the network architecture is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

2.3. Data consistency step 

The data consistency step replaces the actual acquired undersampled 
data in the network’s output. In this way, the final output is not entirely 
depended on the network. The network only helps to fill-in the data, 
which were ignored during the undersampled acquisition. 

2.3.1. Cartesian sampling 
For undersampled Cartesian data, data consistency was performed 

following Hyun et al. [11]. First, FFT was performed on the output 
image to get its corresponding k-space. An inverted sampling mask was 
applied to this to identify the k-space values, which were not acquired. 
Then the measured data were combined with the missing k-space data 
estimated by the network. Eventually, iFFT was applied to this combined 
k-space to obtain the final output. 

2.3.2. Radial sampling 
This paper introduces a data-consistency step for reconstruction of 

undersampled radial data. A sampling pattern was generated for a fully 
sampled image (referred as ΩFS), considered to have twice the number of 
spokes than its pixel resolution and a NUFFT [40] object was created 
from it. Then using that object, a forward transform was performed on 
the output image of the network to obtain its fully sampled radial 
k-space. The measured spokes were then inserted into the output 
k-space. A density compensation function (DCF) was applied, followed 
by adjoint NUFFT using the same NUFFT object was performed to obtain 
the final output. 

2.4. Implementation 

Fig. 3 exhibits the working mechanism (including the data-flow) of 
the proposed framework, comprising a network backbone: ReconRes-
Net, and data consistency steps for Cartesian and radial undersampling 
reconstructions. Only the network backbone is used during the training 
process. Whereas during inference, the complete framework is used. To 
train the ReconResNet, the loss has been calculated with the help of the 
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [41] (range 0–1), where higher SSIM 
means closer image similarity. The SSIM value is calculated using the 
following equation: 

SSIM(x, y) =
(2μxμy + C1)(2σxy + C2)

(μ2
x + μ2

y + C1)(σ2
x + σ2

y + C2)
(1)  

where x and y are the two images between which the structural simi-
larity is to be calculated, μx, μy, σx, σy and σxy are the local means, 
standard deviations, and cross-covariance for images x and y, respec-
tively. c1 = (k1L)2 and c2 = (k2L)2, where L is the dynamic range of the 
pixel-values, k1 = 0.01 and k2 = 0.03. The negative of the SSIM value has 
been used as the loss value, and it was then be minimised using Adam 
Optimiser (Initial learning rate 0.0001, decayed by 10 after every 50 
epochs; β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, ε = 1e − 09), and was trained for 50 (for 
multi-slice models using all the slices), 100 (for multi-slice models, using 
only the central slices) or 200 epochs (for single-slice models) with a 

batch size of one. This network was implemented using PyTorch [42] 
and was trained using Nvidia GTX 980 and 1080Ti GPUs. The code of 
NCC1701 is available on GitHub.4 

The proposed ReconResNet is created using 2D convolutions, yet a 
3D version using 3D convolutions, ReconResNet3D, was also created for 
comparison purposes. Due to the high memory requirement of such a 
model, ReconResNet3D was trained using an Nvidia Tesla V100 GPU. 
However, the number of starting feature maps had to be reduced to 32 
(from 64 in the 2D version) due to GPU memory limitations. 

2.5. Dataset 

2.5.1. Primary dataset 
In this work, two different benchmark datasets were used. Firstly, 

OASIS-1 [43] dataset, which contains brain MRIs of 416 subjects ac-
quired at 1.5T (details are in Table 1), among which 150 were used for 
training and 100 were used for testing, selected randomly. 20% of the 
training set were used as the validation set and the remaining 80% as the 
actual training set. Only the first scan of each subject was used. Sec-
ondly, the IXI-dataset1 was used, which contains nearly 600 Brain MRIs 
of normal healthy subjects of different contrasts (T1, T2, PD, MRA etc.) 
from three different hospitals and from two different field strengths 
(1.5T and 3T); T1 weighted volumes (see Table 2 for MR acquisition 
information) were used for training validation and testing, by randomly 
taking 100 vol for each. Only healthy subjects were used for training to 
avoid any kind of pathology-related bias in the model. As the vast 
variability of the possible brain pathologies might be difficult to repre-
sent in the training set, the authors opted to train only on pathology-free 
datasets. 

The proposed architecture works with 2D images. Therefore, pre-
liminary tests were performed on the OASIS-1 dataset by taking slice 
number 50 out of all the MR volumes. Further experiments with 3D 
volumes were performed by creating a subset of each volume consisting 
of 30 slices (slice number 51 to 80). Each slice of the 3D volumes was 
sent individually to the framework as 2D slices, and the final outputs 
were later combined as a 3D volume. 

Tests on the IXI dataset were performed separately on 1.5T and 3T 
volumes, by using a subset of each volume containing 30 slices (slice 
number 61 to 90), to check the framework’s performance at different 
field strengths. Further tests were performed taking all the slices of each 
3T volume in two different manners: a 2D approach, where all the slices 
were supplied to ReconResNet separately and then combined to form 3D 
volumes; and a 3D approach, where the volumes were directly supplied 
to ReconResNet3D. 

2.5.2. Dataset for additional testing 
For training, only data from healthy subjects were used. To check the 

boundaries and validity of the approach in clinical settings, additional 
tests were performed on data of subjects with pathology. To test whether 
the proposed approach can reconstruct undersampled brain MRIs of 
Alzheimer patients, T1 weighted saggital MPRAGE images from the 
ADNI2 dataset was used and for testing on brain MRIs with tumours, T1 
contrast-enhanced images from the BraTS 2019 [44] dataset was used. 
From ADNI, data of patients with Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), 
Significant Memory Concern (SMC), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) were 
included. From both datasets, only T1 weighted images were taken, as 
the network was trained on a similar type of acquisition. 

2.6. Undersampling 

Images from all the datasets were treated as fully sampled images, for 

1 IXI Dataset: https://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/.  
2 Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database:https://adni. 

loni.usc.edu. 
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both Cartesian and radial sampled experiments. The datasets don’t 
contain any raw MR data. Thus, simulated single-channel fully sampled 
raw data, as well as various undersampled datasets were artificially 

Fig. 2. ReconResNet: Architecture of the proposed network backbone.  

Fig. 3. Working model.  
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generated using MRUnder3 [45] pipeline. 

2.6.1. Cartesian sampling 
Artificial undersampling of the Cartesian raw data was achieved 

using a k-space sampling pattern (sampling mask) [7], which was 
generated by selecting fully sampled readout lines randomly in the 
phase encoding direction following a one-dimensional normal distri-
bution (Fig. 4a) with the centre of the distribution matching the centre 
of the k-space (referred as 1D Varden). Also, a densely sampled centre 
consisting of eight lines was added. For the two-dimensional variable 
density mask [7] (referred as 2D Varden), randomly distributed k-space 
points were selected following a two-dimensional normal distribution 
(Fig. 4b) with a densely sampled centre covering 2.5% of the k-space. 
Furthermore, a uniform sampling mask was also generated by taking 
every nth readout line from, where n equals to the step size, and a 
densely sampled centre consisting of nine lines was added. 

The initial set of experiments was performed with three different 
Cartesian undersampling patterns. 1D and 2D Varden mask were 
generated by taking 30% of the k-space, and a uniform sampling mask 
was generated with a step size of 4, resulting in approximately 28% of 
the k-space. These patterns resulted in an acceleration factor of 
approximately 3.5. Further experiments were performed to check the 
performance of the framework while reconstructing higher acceleration 
factors, by taking 15%, 10% and 5% of the k-space - resulting in 
approximate acceleration factors of 7, 10 and 20 respectively. 

2.6.2. Radial sampling 
Artificially radially undersampled data were generated with the help 

of PyNUFFT [46]. The sampling pattern ΩUS was defined with the golden 
angle of 111.25◦ [34,35] between the radial acquisitions (spokes). A 
forward NUFFT using a NUFFT object following ΩUS was performed on 
the fully sampled image data to obtain an undersampled radial k-space, 
then a density compensation function (DCF) was applied to compensate 
for the over-sampled centre. Finally, adjoint NUFFT [46] was used to 
bring it back to the image space with radial undersampling artefacts. 

In this paper, two different levels of radial undersampling by taking 
60 and 30 spokes were evaluated. Considering the fully-sampled data to 

have twice the number of spokes than its pixel resolution (here 256), the 
fully-sampled data had 512 spokes. Hence, k-space with 60 and 30 
spokes correspond to approximate acceleration factors of 8.5 and 17 
respectively. 

2.7. Evaluation criteria 

Results have been evaluated with the help of structural similarity 
index (SSIM, Eq. (1)), mean-squared error (MSE, Eq. (2)) and normalised 
root-mean-squared error (NRMSE, Eq. (3)), where the normalisation 
factor was the averaged Euclidean norm of the fully sampled image. All 
the similarity measures were calculated by comparing the fully-sampled 
image with the under-sampled image (zero-filled k-space) or the output 
image. For quantitative evaluation of the reconstruction of images with 
Alzheimer’s disease, the Percentage Brain Volume Change (BVD, Eq. 
(4)) was calculated from the normalised brain volume (NBV) obtained 
using FSL SIENAX [47–49]. The BVD values were used to confirm brain 
volume preservation. Reconstruction performance of the models while 
reconstructing brain MRIs with tumours from the BraTS dataset was 
evaluated qualitatively by inspecting the tumour in the reconstruction. 

MSE =
1
n
∑n

i=1
(Yi − Ŷi )

2 (2)  

NRMSE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
MSE

√

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
1
n

∑n
i=1 Y2

i

√ (3)  

where Yi denotes the pixels of the ground-truth fully-sampled image, Ŷi 
denotes the pixels of the undersampled image or the reconstruction 
(depending upon the comparison been performed) and n denotes the 
number of pixels in the image. 

BVD(fully− recon) =
NBVfully − NBVrecon

NBVall
∗ 100

BVD(fully− under) =
NBVfully − NBVunder

NBVall
∗ 100

(4)  

3. Results 

Various set of experiments were performed using both the training 
datasets. OASIS-1 dataset was used initially to compare the framework’s 
performance when trained using one slice and then by training on 
multiple slices by choosing centre slices of the brain, framework’s per-
formance when multiple sampling patterns are trained together, and to 
evaluate the limits of the framework in terms of undersampling factor - 
known herewith as the “Limbo” experiment. Then experiments were 
performed with the IXI dataset for different undersampling patterns and 
different field strengths - by taking the central slices, by using all the 
slices, and also by supplying the 3D volumes to a 3D variant of the 
ReconResNet model. OASIS-1 dataset was also used to perform the 
additional experiments of the ability of the network while reconstruct-
ing orientations different than the training orientation and recon-
structing different undersampling pattern than the training and IXI 
dataset trainings were used to evaluate pathological scenarios. The 
various experiments with the different datasets are summarised in Fig. 5. 

Training OASIS-1 single slice models took trained on slice number 50 
of each volume for 200 epochs took around 4 h, training the OASIS and 
IXI multi-slice models (3D volumes, supplied as 2D slices to the models) 
trained on the central slices for 100 epochs took around 45–50 h each, 
while the IXI models trained on the whole volumes (as 2D slices) for 50 
epochs took around 95–100 h each. The reconstruction time using this 
framework for the Cartesian undersampling patterns took only a fraction 
of a second for each slice, while the radial undersampling patterns took 
around a second. It is worth mentioning that the timings may differ 
depending upon the system configuration (GPU, CPU, etc.) and the 
current workload. Finally, before going to the results, it is worth 

Table 1 
OASIS-1 Dataset [43]: MR acquisition information.  

Field strength 1.5T 

Sequence MP-RAGE 
Repetition time (TR) 9.7 ms 
Echo time (TE) 4.0 ms 
Flip angle 10◦ 

Inversion time (TI) 20 ms 
Dead time (TD) 200 ms 
Orientation Sagittal 
Voxel size 1 × 1 × 1.25 mm3  

Table 2 
IXI Dataset1: MR acquisition information.   

Guy’s 
Hospital 

Hammersmith 
Hospital 

Field strength 1.5T 3T 
Repetition time (TR) 9.81 ms 9.60 ms 
Echo time (TE) 4.60 ms 4.60 ms 
Flip angle 8◦ 8◦ 

Orientation Sagittal Sagittal 
Voxel size (in mm3) 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.20 0.94 × 0.94 × 1.20  

a IXI Dataset: https://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/. 

3 MRUnder on Github: https://github.com/soumickmj/MRUnder.  
4 NCC1701 on GitHub: https://github.com/soumickmj/NCC1701 
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mentioning that the training and validation curves were monitored to 
detect any possible overfitting, and none of the trainings showed any 
overfitting behaviour. Examples of training and validation curves have 
been provided in the Appendix. 

3.1. OASIS-1 dataset 

3.1.1. Various undersampling patterns trained independently 
For the first series of tests, various Cartesian and radial sampling 

patterns were trained and tested individually (results in Tables 3 and 4). 
Two different types of trainings were performed: single slice training on 
slice 50 and trainings with 3D volumes (slice 51 to 80), supplied as 2D 
slices. While reconstructing 1D Varden 30%, 2D Varden 30%, Radial 60 
spokes and Radial 30 spokes, the models yielded 0.986 ± 0.005, 0.986 
± 0.003, 0.981 ± 0.004 and 0.947 ± 0.011 SSIMs respectively. An 

example set of outputs for different sampling patterns has been shown in 
Fig. 7 for qualitative evaluation. 

3.1.2. Cartesian and radial undersampling trained together 
For testing the robustness of the framework further, different sam-

pling patterns were combined together while training. For the first 
experiment, each image in the training and test set were undersampled 
using one Cartesian (1D Varden 30%) and one radial (60 spokes golden- 
angle) sampling pattern (referred as Combi2, results in Table 5). For the 
second experiment, each image was undersampled using four different 
sampling patterns, two Cartesian (30% 1D Varden and uniform sampling 
with step size 4) and two radial (30 and 60 spokes golden-angle) 
(referred as Combi4, results in Table 6). 

In Combi2, a decrease of 0.20% in SSIM can be observed for 1D 
Varden 30% (0.984 ± 0.004 for Combi2, 0.986 ± 0.005 for 

Fig. 4. From left to right (a) Probability density function for 1D Varden Mask (b) Probability density function for 2D Varden Mask (c) 1D Varden Mask and (d) 2D 
Varden Mask. All of them are for image size 256x256, taking 30%of the k-space. 

Fig. 5. Experiment design.  

Table 3 
Result of Cartesian undersampling patterns, while being trained separately.   

1D Varden 30% 2D Varden 30% 

SSIM MSE NRMSE SSIM MSE NRMSE 

Single Slice Under 0.336 ± 0.019 0.023 5 0.003 6 0.80 ± 0.10 0.410 ± 0.022 0.010 3 0.002 0 0.53 ± 0.07 
(Slice 50) Output 0.966 ± 0.006 0.000 6 0.000 2 0.12 ± 0.02 0.971 ± 0.003 0.000 5 0.000 2 0.11 ± 0.03 
3D Volume Under 0.338 ± 0.020 0.023 4 0.003 4 0.88 ± 0.12 0.427 ± 0.022 0.010 2 0.001 9 0.58 ± 0.07 
(Slice 51–80) Output 0.986 ± 0.005 0.000 3 0.000 2 0.09 ± 0.04 0.986 ± 0.003 0.000 3 0.000 2 0.10 ± 0.03  
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independent) but an increase of 0.10% for Radial 60 spokes (0.982 ±
0.004 and 0.981 ± 0.004). In Combi4, decrease of 0.81% and 0.10% can 
be observed for 1D Varden 30% and Radial 60 spokes respectively, but 
an increase of 1.58% for Radial 30 spokes (0.962 ± 0.012 and 0.947 ±
0.011). 

Further experiments were performed to test the capabilities of the 
model while reconstructing different undersampling patterns than the 
training pattern, are discussed in the Appendix. 

3.1.3. Limbo: how low can it go? 
The limitations of the network in terms of acceleration factors were 

evaluated using six different Cartesian undersampling patterns. Four 
levels of 1D Varden (30%, 15%, 10% and 5% of the k-space) and two 
levels of 2D Varden (30% and 5%) undersampling were used in this 
OASIS Limbo experiment. The quantitative results are been portrayed 
with the help of violin plots in Fig. 6. For 30% of the k-space, 1D Varden 
and 2D Varden sampling resulted in similar SSIM values: 0.986 ± 0.005 
and 0.986 ± 0.003 respectively. 15% and 10% 1D Varden resulted in 
0.975 ± 0.007 and 0.963 ± 0.008 respectively. When it comes to the 
highest acceleration factor evaluated in this research, 5% of the k-space, 
2D Varden resulted in 0.968 ± 0.005 SSIM, but 1D Varden resulted in 
0.906 ± 0.017. Looking at the distribution in Fig. 6, it can be said that 
the 1D Varden 5% can not yield reliable results (while still resulting in 
aesthetically good but inaccurate results, further discussed in the Ap-
pendix) and other of the undersampling patterns resulted in similar 
performances. 

3.2. IXI dataset 

The experiments with the IXI dataset were separated based on the 
field strengths (1.5T and 3T). Furthermore, the performance of the 
proposed framework was compared against compressed sensing (CS) 
reconstruction. Initially, two different CS reconstruction algorithm were 
evaluated for 1D Varden 30% (3T IXI) - L1 Wavelet regularised 

reconstruction [7] and total variation (TV) regularised reconstruction 
[32], resulted in 0.732 ± 0.036 and 0.701 ± 0.04 SSIM values respec-
tively. Given that L1 wavelet resulted in higher SSIM values in this 
experiment and since it has been used successfully in various studies [4, 
5], L1 wavelet was used for all the remaining experiments. Both L1 and 
TV reconstructions were performed using SigPy [50] for 100 iterations 
with the regularisation parameter λ = 0.01. IXI dataset contains already 
coil-combined images, and to assist the CS algorithms coil images were 
simulated using four-channel birdcage coil profile before under-
sampling. These coil-simulated images were then supplied to the CS 
algorithms. However, for RecoResNet the original coil-combined images 
were used. Four different levels of 1D Varden sampling (30%, 15%, 10% 
and 5% of the k-space) and two different levels of radial sampling (60 

Table 4 
Result of Radial undersampling patterns, while being trained separately.   

Radial 60sp Radial 30sp 

SSIM MSE NRMSE SSIM MSE NRMSE 

Single Slice Under 0.513 ± 0.026 0.002 4 0.000 4 0.25 ± 0.02 0.375 ± 0.019 0.006 7 0.001 0 0.42 ± 0.02 
(Slice 50) Output 0.960 ± 0.007 0.000 6 0.000 2 0.12 ± 0.02 0.927 ± 0.013 0.001 0 0.000 3 0.16 ± 0.02 
3D Volume Under 0.539 ± 0.024 0.002 2 0.000 3 0.27 ± 0.02 0.413 ± 0.017 0.006 1 0.000 8 0.45 ± 0.03 
(Slice 51–80) Output 0.981 ± 0.004 0.000 4 0.000 2 0.11 ± 0.03 0.947 ± 0.011 0.001 0 0.000 2 0.18 ± 0.03  

Table 5 
Result of Cartesian 1D variable density mask and Radial 60 spokes, while being trained together.   

1D Varden 30% Radial 60sp 

SSIM MSE NRMSE SSIM MSE NRMSE 

Single Slice Under 0.336 ± 0.019 0.023 5 0.003 6 0.80 ± 0.10 0.513 ± 0.026 0.002 4 0.000 4 0.25 ± 0.02 
(Slice 50) Output 0.964 ± 0.006 0.000 6 0.000 3 0.13 ± 0.03 0.963 ± 0.007 0.000 5 0.000 2 0.12 ± 0.03 
3D Volume Under 0.338 ± 0.020 0.023 4 0.003 4 0.88 ± 0.12 0.540 ± 0.024 0.002 2 0.000 3 0.27 ± 0.02 
(Slice 51–80) Output 0.984 ± 0.004 0.000 3 0.000 2 0.10 ± 0.03 0.982 ± 0.004 0.000 3 0.000 2 0.10 ± 0.03  

Table 6 
Result of Cartesian 1D variable density sampling, Uniform sampling and Radial 60, 30 spokes, while being trainedall four of the sampling pattern together.   

Cartesian Radial 

1D Varden 30% Uniform 4-step 60 spokes 30 spokes 

SSIM NRMSE SSIM NRMSE SSIM NRMSE SSIM NRMSE 

Single Slice Under 0.336 ± 0.019 0.80 ± 0.10 0.282 ± 0.018 0.93 ± 0.12 0.513 ± 0.026 0.25 ± 0.02 0.375 ± 0.019 0.43 ± 0.02 
(Slice 50) Output 0.957 ± 0.008 0.14 ± 0.02 0.947 ± 0.012 0.15 ± 0.02 0.961 ± 0.008 0.12 ± 0.02 0.935 ± 0.011 0.15 ± 0.02 
3D Volume Under 0.345 ± 0.020 0.88 ± 0.12 0.289 ± 0.018 1.02 ± 0.14 0.540 ± 0.024 0.27 ± 0.02 0.413 ± 0.018 0.45 ± 0.03 
(Slice 51–80) Output 0.978 ± 0.005 0.12 ± 0.03 0.968 ± 0.010 0.14 ± 0.03 0.980 ± 0.005 0.11 ± 0.03 0.962 ± 0.012 0.15 ± 0.03  

Fig. 6. Oasis limbo.  
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and 30 spokes) were evaluated on T1w MRIs acquired at 3T and 1.5T 
scanners. These set of experiments were performed using a subset of the 
slices (slice 61 to 90) from each volume. The quantitative results are 
shown in Table 7. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 portray the distribution of the 
resultant SSIM values. It can be observed that the proposed method was 
able to reconstruct both 1.5T and 3T images significantly better than the 
L1 wavelet regularised reconstruction for all the undersampling pat-
terns. It can be further said that the proposed network was able to 
reconstruct with high SSIM values even for higher undersampling fac-
tors, for 1D Varden Cartesian sampling acceleration factor 10 resulted in 
0.939 ± 0.012 and for radial sampling acceleration factor 17 resulted in 
0.932 ± 0.013 SSIM values for 3T IXI dataset. However, 1D Varden with 
acceleration factor 20 resulted in unreliable results (0.860 ± 0.021 for 
3T and 0.828 ± 0.025 for 1.5T). This is in-line with the findings of the 
OASIS Limbo experiment discussed earlier. 

3.2.1. Whole volume experiments 
Further experiments were performed using the whole volumes for 

training and testing. These experiments were performed using the 3T 
volumes, by supplying them as 2D slices to the network, with three 
different undersampling patterns: 1D Varden 30%, 1D Varden 15% and 
Radial 60 spokes. The results of the proposed ReconResNet were 
compared against the U-Net [11] results, and hypothesis testing was 
performed using independent two-sample t-test. The proposed model 
performed successfully while achieving statistically significant 
improvement over U-Net (p-values always less than 10− 14), for all three 
sampling patterns and ReconResNet resulted in 0.990 ± 0.006, 0.983 ±
0.008 and 0.989 ± 0.005 SSIM values respectively. Fig. 10 shows the 
quantitative results with the help of violin plots. 

One additional experiment was performed by directly supplying the 

3D 3T volumes undersampling using 1D Varden 30% to the framework 
using ReconResNet3D as the backbone network. It was observed that the 
performance of the network was 7.88% lower in terms of SSIM values 
than the 2D version, resulting in 0.912 ± 0.017. Fig. 11 shows the 
comparative results of both the models. 

Fig. 7. Network’s example output (OASIS-1 dataset). (a) Fully sampled. From b to f - top undersampled, bottom output of the framework. Undersampling patterns: 
(b) Cartesian 1D Varden 30%, (c) Cartesian 2D Varden 30%, (d) Cartesian Uniform sampling step size 4, (e) Radial 60 spokes, and (f) Radial 30 spokes. 

Table 7 
Quantitative results while reconstructing different undersampling patterns, of 1.5T and 3T volumes from IXI dataset.   

SSIM MSE NRMSE 

CS:L1Wavelet ReconResNet CS:L1Wavelet ReconResNet CS:L1Wavelet ReconResNet 

1D Varden 30% 1.5T 0.806 ± 0.024 0.973 ± 0.006 0.006 6 0.002 6 0.000 6 0.000 2 0.34 ± 0.08 0.10 ± 0.02 
(AF: 3.5) 3T 0.732 ± 0.036 0.976 ± 0.007 0.012 5 0.003 7 0.000 4 0.000 3 0.62 ± 0.11 0.11 ± 0.03 
1D Varden 15% 1.5T 0.694 ± 0.031 0.948 ± 0.014 0.009 7 0.003 1 0.001 2 0.001 0 0.42 ± 0.09 0.14 ± 0.05 
(AF: 7) 3T 0.651 ± 0.033 0.954 ± 0.011 0.017 1 0.004 1 0.000 8 0.000 4 0.73 ± 0.11 0.15 ± 0.03 
1D Varden 10% 1.5T 0.690 ± 0.028 0.929 ± 0.014 0.009 9 0.003 2 0.001 6 0.000 8 0.42 ± 0.09 0.17 ± 0.04 
(AF: 10) 3T 0.639 ± 0.030 0.939 ± 0.012 0.018 1 0.003 8 0.000 9 0.000 5 0.76 ± 0.11 0.17 ± 0.03 
1D Varden 5% 1.5T 0.526 ± 0.028 0.828 ± 0.025 0.011 2 0.002 3 0.004 1 0.001 2 0.45 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.05 
(AF: 20) 3T 0.587 ± 0.027 0.860 ± 0.021 0.014 2 0.003 3 0.002 0 0.000 6 0.67 ± 0.10 0.25 ± 0.03 
Radial 60 spokes 1.5T 0.652 ± 0.034 0.959 ± 0.012 0.006 1 0.002 1 0.000 9 0.000 8 0.33 ± 0.07 0.13 ± 0.05 
(AF: 8.5) 3T 0.608 ± 0.040 0.965 ± 0.009 0.011 9 0.003 5 0.000 6 0.000 4 0.61 ± 0.11 0.13 ± 0.03 
Radial 30 spokes 1.5T 0.514 ± 0.030 0.920 ± 0.016 0.008 0 0.001 0 0.001 7 0.000 9 0.38 ± 0.05 0.17 ± 0.04 
(AF: 17) 3T 0.462 ± 0.035 0.932 ± 0.013 0.011 9 0.002 2 0.001 0 0.000 4 0.62 ± 0.11 0.11 ± 0.03  

Fig. 8. Ixi 1.5T  
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3.3. Additional experiments 

3.3.1. Reconstructing images in different orientations than the training 
The models trained using OASIS-1 dataset were used in testing the 

performance of the network while reconstructing different orientations 
(coronal and axial) from the one used in the training (sagittal). As 
observed in Fig. 13, testing the models using the coronal orientation 
yield higher SSIM values than the axial orientation. The models trained 
on a combination of undersampling patterns (Combi4) did better in 
reconstructing different orientations scoring higher SSIM values than 
the specific models trained on one pattern. As illustrated in Fig. 14 re-
constructions of coronal orientations are better than reconstructions of 
axial orientations, where some artefacts are still present. It also shows a 
better reconstruction in case of radial undersampling patterns in com-
parison to Cartesian for both axial and coronal orientations. 

3.3.2. Reconstructing brain MRIs with pathological abnormalities 
For testing the network’s applicability onto clinical data, MR vol-

umes of Alzheimer’s disease patients and patients with brain tumours 
were used from the ADNI and BraTS datasets respectively. 

For the ADNI dataset, the performance was measured quantitatively 
by measuring the difference in brain-volume (BVD, Eq. (4)), to evaluate 
the framework’s ability in preserving the brain volume. Fig. 15 shows 
that the BVD values between fully-sampled-reconstructed and fully- 
sampled-undersampled for both radial and Cartesian undersampling 
patterns. Fig. 12 shows the reconstructed output, which is free from 
artefacts and highly similar to the fully-sampled image. 

As for testing the clinical tumour data, the performance was evalu-
ated using qualitative assessment. Fig. 16 shows visual examples of the 
reconstructed images, where the tumour seems to be preserved and most 
of the artefacts are gone. 

4. Discussion 

The evaluation of the proposed framework for undersampled MRI 
reconstruction has proven its applicability based on different datasets. It 
can be observed that the framework seems to be robust against various 
undersampling patterns. When different sampling patterns were trained 
together, the accuracy is a little bit lower. For example, for 3D volumes 
undersampled using 1D Varden 30%, when trained only on this sam-
pling pattern resulted in 0.986 ± 0.005, while being trained along with 
radial 60 spokes resulted in 0.984 ± 0.004, and while being trained with 
three other sampling patterns resulted in 0.978 ± 0.005 SSIM. For radial 
60, the resultant SSIM values are similar for all three cases. For radial 30 
spokes, the result improved when the training was performed in com-
bination with other patterns (Combi4: 0.962 ± 0.012, independent: 
0.947 ± 0.011). So, it can be said that the network can be trained with 
various types of sampling patterns all at the same time to make the 
trained network work with various sampling patterns. 

OASIS Limbo experiments have shown that the framework was able 
to reconstruct undersampling factors as high as 20 for 2D Varden sam-
pling and 10 for 1D Varden sampling, yielded 0.968 ± 0.005 and 0.963 
± 0.008 respectively. However, the network struggled to reconstruct an 
acceleration factor of 20 for 1D Varden sampling (resultant SSIM: 0.906 
± 0.017). With the help of IXI dataset, it was shown that the network 
was able to perform well for both 1.5T and 3T MRIs, for up to an ac-
celeration factor of 17 for radial sampling and an acceleration factor of 
10 for 1D Varden sampling, resulting in 0.932 ± 0.013 and 0.939 ±
0.012 respectively for 3T, 0.920 ± 0.016 and 0.929 ± 0.014 respec-
tively for 1.5T. It was further observed that the proposed ReconResNet 
performed significantly better than L1-wavelet regularised compressed 
sensing reconstruction and U-Net. 

While experimenting with the whole 3D volume, it was observed that 
the 2D version of the model trained on the slices separately worked 
superior to the ReconResNet3D working with the whole volume as 3D, 
resulting in 0.990 ± 0.006 and 0.912 ± 0.017 SSIM values respectively 

Fig. 9. Ixi 3T  

Fig. 10. Ixi 3T full vol.  

Fig. 11. IXI 3T Full Vol - ReconResNet 3D vs 2D.  
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for 3T volumes undersampled with 1D Varden 30%. It should be taken 
into account that these two models are not directly comparable as the 
number of starting features was cut by half (from 64 to 32) for the 3D 
model due to GPU memory limitations, even while using more powerful 
GPU than the 2D model (discussed in Sec. 2.4). Moreover, it is to be 
noted that the 3D model received significantly less number of data- 
points than the 2D model, albeit each data-point is larger: because the 
3D model received the slices combined together as a volume, where the 

2D model received them individually. This might also have an negative 
impact on the results of the 3D model. Given these results and also 
taking into account the GPU memory demand of ReconResNet3D, it can 
be said that the 2D model might sufficient to perform this task of 
undersampled MRI reconstruction. However, this demands further 
experimentation to reach a definitive conclusion. 

The experiments performed while reconstructing images in different 
orientations than the training orientation showed that the 

Fig. 12. Examples of undersampled reconstruction of ADNI images: Radial 60sp, 1D Varden 30% and 15%.  

Fig. 13. SSIM values for 2D Models Tested on Original orientation (Sagittal in blue) or Different Orientation (Coronal and Axial in orange and green respectively). In 
Combi4, the model was trained on Radial 60sp, Radial 30sp, Uniform4step and Varden 1D 30%. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 14. The top row is an example of the reconstruction of the coronal orientation and the axial orientation is shown in the bottom row: For Radial 60sp, 30sp and 
1D Varden 30%. 
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reconstruction of images in coronal orientation was more successful 
than in the axial orientation, while the network has been trained on 
sagittal images. One possible explanation is that sagittal and coronal 
orientations share more structural similarities (for example, the resem-
blance of the cerebellum and brain-stem) than sagittal and axial images. 
Besides, the eyes optical nerve structure in axial images is more pro-
nounced and differs from sagittal and coronal orientation. As for the 
difference in the performance between the network trained on multiple 
patterns and on a specific one, one can argue that it is better for the 
network to see more different undersampling patterns, which also serves 
as data augmentation and helps to produce more accurate results. 
Trainings performed with different orientations mixed together might 
be able to improve the model’s ability to reconstruct different orienta-
tions. Furthermore, the ReconResNet3D might perform better handling 
different orientations than the training orientation - which should be 
investigated in the future. 

The models were only trained with healthy subjects. So, testing the 
reconstruction performance with volumes containing pathology is an 
important experiment. In this research, the framework’s performance 
for two different types of pathology was evaluated to judge the clinical 
applicability. The first type of pathology was Alzheimer disease, which 
was evaluated using ADNI dataset and yielded close to zero change in 
BVD (fully-sampled vs reconstructed), which is a good indication and it 
confirms the network’s ability to preserve the original volume when 
reconstructing undersampled data. The BVD (fully-sampled vs 

Fig. 15. Paired comparison of brain-volumes (BVD) values for (fully-sampled- 
reconstructed) in green and (fully-sampled-under) in orange or each tested 
model. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the Web version of this article.) 

Fig. 16. Examples of the BraTS 2019 dataset outcome tested on Varden 1D 30% model. It can be seen that the tumours are preserved and most of the artefacts 
are gone. 
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undersampled) for the Radial 60 spokes was close to the BVD (fully- 
sampled vs reconstructed) results because unlike Cartesian the radial 
under-sampling pattern does not distort the image in a way that leads to 
a change in brain segmentation performed by SIENAX, resulting in the 
change of brain volume. The second type of pathology that was evalu-
ated here was brain tumours. It was observed qualitatively that the 
network was able to preserve the tumours while removing most of the 
artefacts while reconstructing undersampled brain MRIs with tumours 
from the BraTS dataset. It is to be noted that the resolution of the BraTS 
dataset is different than the resolution of the training set. Furthermore, 
the volumes were already brain-extracted while the training set volumes 
were not. These might have impacted the results. Further experiments 
should be performed by training the network with healthy brain- 
extracted volumes and/or experimenting with different brain tumour 
dataset where brain extraction has not been performed. It is also worth 
mentioning that an in-depth clinical applicability study, including 
evaluation by radiologists, was not performed under the scope of this 
research and will be performed in the future. 

Another interesting thing to point out is that all the trainings and 
evaluations in this research were conducted using T1 weighted MRIs. 
However, other MR sequences, such as T2-weighted, FLAIR, etc, are 
interesting for brain pathologies. The authors hypothesise that the 
framework should be able to work in a similar fashion with other types 
of sequences - a hypothesis that will be investigated in the future. 

On a closing note, it is to be taken into account that the proposed 
framework currently works with coil-combined images and the artificial 
undersampling technique used here only simulates a single-channel 
data. Real data with multiple channels might produce a better result 
and can further be accelerated using parallel imaging - this open ques-
tion is to be investigated in the future. 

5. Conclusion 

A residual learning based framework for undersampled MR data, 

codenammed NCC1701, has been proposed here. The framework uses 
the proposed ReconResNet as the network backbone and applies data 
consistency after reconstructing using the backbone network - making 
the network model only responsible for predicting the missing data from 
the undersampled k-space. Evaluation using multiple datasets has 
shown that the proposed framework can efficiently work with both 
Cartesian and radial undersampled data, even while trained together, 
and provides results with high accuracy (SSIM value as high as 0.99) and 
achieved statistically significant improvements over the baseline 
methods. Moreover, the proposed framework was able to reconstruct 
MRIs with pathology (Alzheimer’s disease and brain tumours), while 
being trained using MRIs of only healthy subjects. Experiments pre-
sented here have shown that the framework was able to reconstruct 
properly for undersampled data with an acceleration factor of 20 for 
Cartesian (2D Varden 5%) and an acceleration factor of 17 for radial (60 
spokes) acquisitions. The acquisition time can further be reduced using 
techniques such as parallel imaging. Given the fast inference speed of a 
trained network and the high acceleration factors that can be achieved 
with the proposed framework, this can be a candidate to be used for real- 
time MRIs like interventional MRIs. 
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Appendix 

Dynamics of the learning process: Training vs Validation 

To make sure no overfitting was going on, the training and validation curves were monitored for all the trainings. There was no overfitting been 
observed during any of the trainings. The curves for IXI 3T full volume trainings are shown in Fig. 17 as examples. Median values were plotted for all 
the samples present in each epoch. It can be observed that the training and validation curves are indeed very close and show a clean growth through 
the epochs. Hence, no overfitting behaviour was present.

Fig. 17. Loss curves (SSIM values) during training and validation phase for IXI 3T full volume trainings, for undersamplings 1D Varden 30% and 15% of the k-space, 
radial 60 spokes. Negative of the training loss values were backpropagated during training. 

Reconstructing different undersampling patterns than training 

Another tested aspect was the network’s ability to handle being tested on different undersampled patterns from the ones used in training. Fig. 20 
presents the resultant SSIM values from these experiments. The x-axis represents individual models and what each is trained on. The y-axis is the SSIM 
values and the graph’s legend consists of the various types of training sets. 

As illustrated in Fig. 20, the Combi4 model can be taken as an efficient general model to reconstruct any under-sampling pattern. In the case of 
reconstructed Radial under-samplings, the Combi4 model was better than the individually trained models of the corresponding under-sampling 
patterns. In particular, Combi4 had a slightly lower variance than the specific model in reconstructing Radial 60 spokes. Additionally, the mean of 
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the Combi4 model was higher and the variance was better in comparison to the specific model in reconstructing Radial 30 spokes. On the other hand, 
the plot shows that using a Combi2 model on the same volume yields the same mean but a slightly better variance reconstructing Radial 60 spokes than 
the specific model. Combi2 models also have the same variance and mean reconstructing Varden 1D 30% in comparison to its specific model. Fig. 18 
shows an example reconstruction of Radial 30sp and 1D Varden 30%, where it can be seen that Combi4 is better by 0.015 in reconstructing Radial 30 
and, specific Varden 1D 30% trained model does 0.008 better in estimating the fully-sampled than Combi4 (while comparing the average SSIM 
values). However, Combi4 model did better on Varden 1D patterns with less than 30% under-sampling than the Varden 1D 30p trained model (see 
Fig. 20).

Fig. 18. Example reconstructions of Radial 30sp and 1D Varden 30% data: comparing reconstruction quality while being trained on a specific sampling pattern (the 
one used for reconstruction) or trained on four patterns together (Combi4). Average SSIM values obtained for that specific setup on the whole OASIS dataset are also 
shown here. 

Examples of 1D Varden 5% reconstruction 

The model 1D Varden 5% was trained with only a 5% of the k-space, which may not be sufficient for the network to learn from such sparse in-
formation when sampled using 1D Varden sampling. From quantitative analysis (see Sec. 3.1.3), by observing the distribution of the resultant SSIM 
values, it can be said that the reconstruction of 1D Varden 5% might not be reliable. Fig. 19 shows two example reconstructions, both are aesthetically 
impressive. One of them is highly similar to the ground-truth fully-sampled image. On the other hand in the non-acceptable example, the reconstructed 
image is smudged and some information is lost. So, it can be said that qualitative analysis is not sufficient and needs to be backed by quantitative 
analysis. 
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Fig. 19. The 1D Varden 5% model outcome, where the fully sampled images on the far left followed by the undersampled and the reconstructed ones. White arrows 
in the non-acceptable example point to the position where the structural information is lost after reconstruction. 

Fig. 20. SSIM values for models tested on same or Different Pattern, than the training pattern. The x-axis portrays the reconstructed sampling pattern, y-axis portrays 
the SSIM values, and the different colours portray the different trainings. 
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